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For the Duke Journal of Gender Law & Policy, the 2019–2020 academic year was 
historic. It began with the Journal’s twenty-fifth anniversary as one of the nation’s 
leading publications in its field and now closes with a celebration for the 
Nineteenth Amendment’s centennial and a farewell to the Journal itself. 
Since 1994, the Journal has heralded the extent to which gender, class, race, 
and identity deserve recognition as areas of prominent legal scholarship. These 
same issues have compelled those of us who have been privileged to work on the 
Journal over the years to become more thoughtful and compassionate legal 
advocates. 
To commemorate the Journal’s legacy, our last publication concludes with a 
collection authored exclusively by Duke Law faculty. This collaboration reflects 
the wide-ranging diversity of voices and opinions that pervade gender law today. 
It also demonstrates how gender scholarship continues to foster controversy and 
conversation, even after a quarter-century.   
As a society and legal community, we still have a long way to go in the fight 
for justice and equality. As the Duke Journal of Gender Law & Policy, we hope that 
we have laid the groundwork for even more meaningful change to come. 
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